
CREATOR 911 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 911: Attack on MInes 

For the rest of the ceremony and the toasts, Sam was extremely vigilant. His 

assistant said that something happened at the mines in the central continent. 

It could be said the whole central continent is his at the moment and only a 

few places around were occupied by other major powers. 

Someone attacked the people at the mine and escaped. 

This is completely new to Sam. Because currently there should be no one 

who has balls to attack the dusk organization. Even the major powers with 

centuries of history couldn’t do anything.to him now. One swing of his sword 

could kill the whole major power. 

Someone attacking the mines out of blue is impossible which made Sam extra 

vigilant. 

Watt and Wembley carried on with celebrations while Sam gave orders to his 

subordinates to get to the bottom of the incident. 

The celebrations went on until night and when the couple went to Watt’s floor 

in the tower the celebrations finally ended. 

Sam is waiting in his office for the reports. 

The attack is a fire elemental and they didn’t kill any miners. It was a single 

attack and all the defensive measures at the mine were activated because of 

that. 

And these measures managed to defend against this one attack. 

This person is definitely a consummate level cultivator at the least. If it was an 

Astral Plane cultivator Sam would be having a bit of trouble. 
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If an Astral Plane cultivator decides to damage Sam, then it is almost 

impossible for him to defend. He can find and kill them, but it is hard to 

completely avoid damage as there are too many ventures and they are too 

split. 

Particularly, the Desolate is currently his main base and core of the dusk 

organization he would be having more than just a bit of trouble if someone 

attacked him. But he couldn’t think of the possibility of someone attacking him 

all of a sudden. 

That night he went to the central continent and inspected the mine while he is 

doing the inspections someone came to him once again and informed of 

another attack, and this time there are casualties. 

Twenty miners died with the mine collapse. 

"Order every miner to return to the base. Stop all the other operations in the 

Central continent. Inform the administrators in the city to find the families of 

the deceased, give them the bodies and tell them someone attacked the mine 

and we would avenge them. 

Compensate them however they see fit. If they have any kids of an 

employable youngster offer them a job in some administrative circle and join 

the kids in the school as permanent students. They would become employees 

in the school after they graduate. 

Also don’t forget about the spirit stone compensation. 

Do it fast and do it properly. Show them the respect and take any scolding 

they throw at you. 

I would be taking over this case completely." 



Sam gave out the orders as he moved on harbinger to the next mine. The 

attack was fresh, so he could get more clues here and when he went there he 

could see the traces of the flames almost melting the rocks of the mine. 

But that is not what surprised him, it is the fact the way the flame reacted with 

the rock and the metal. It is extremely familiar to Sam. The heat waves that 

were coming off due to the aftermath were also familiar to Sam. 

Because it is extremely similar to the golden sun flames of his Golden sun 

crow bloodline. His golden flames and Yanwu’s golden flames have similar 

effects, but their flames have more intensity. 

From the inquiry of the witnesses, they are also sure that the flames are 

golden in color. 

This is another surprise. Golden flames, similar to Golden sun flames. He is 

pretty sure that no creature in the entire desolate is capable of that and 

Yanwu has never left his sight. 

This is completely mysterious. 

Luckily Sam is a bit prepared for this kind of scenario and gave out orders. 

Immediately a bunch of puppets is deployed in all the mines by the miners 

who are evacuating the mines. 

These puppets are one of the special cases. They don’t do any work, they just 

roam around the space randomly. 

They are made by cheap metals and they don’t use any expensive parts. But 

they are extremely useful at the moment. 

As soon as these puppets are activated they are connected with the nearest 

communication node or tower. 

And they would use a special technique similar to that bats to send some 

spiritual energy waves to the surroundings. 



Any living creatures within this range or any strong energy signature will be 

registered and the puppets will immediately catch the picture of it and 

recording the source that caused it within the range. 

It would be stored in the nearest communication hub which uses one of the 

new innovations from the school. 

It is like moving surveillance. Just like how the recorded data of the cctv 

footage is stored somewhere else, these images are also sent to the 

information hub with the help of the enchanted spirits. 

And it did work. 

At midnight, Sam got a message that another mine was attacked and a 

recorded message was sent back to the nearest hub. 

Sam immediately went there to take a look. 

He saw five people coming to the mine and throwing golden fireballs. 

They have golden-colored hair and there is a weird glow around their skin with 

a faint golden hue. 

Sam took the recorded images to the tempest valley. 

Old Beast looked at them and was surprised. 

"They are Solar Fragments. They are a weird race. They are all fire elemental 

warrior mages. And they use golden flames similar to the golden sun crow. 

They are Hou Yi’s subordinates." 

"How did they get in here?" 

"I don’t know, they either have to use space gates that you made or find a way 

to use an already existing space gate. Because all other kinds of Space travel 

are completely banned from the Desolate realm to the other realms. 

And they live too far away from here." 



"So, do you think that Hou Yi sent them here somehow?" 

"I believe so." 

"That fucker. " 

"I will have to take care of this as fast as I can. I don’t know how many people 

or what level cultivators could come in. Currently, we only spotted these five, 

and I have to catch them. 

How far can your spiritual sense spread?" 

"My range is suppressed by a large margin, so only half the continent." 

"Check if they are in this half." 

The old beast did as he was asked and gave an answer. 

"They are not here. They must be in the other half." 

"Okay keep the surveillance. I will leave a subordinate here, if you find them, 

tell him. He will inform me of the space gate communication system. 

If by any chance, you find any anomalies I might have to know inform him." 

Sam left as soon as he asked for that and went to the other half. He has a 

decent space gate network within the central continent, so traveling is easy. 

He reached each space gate and let out some more puppets. 

Puppets that are as small as little birds. These are some of his new research 

projects and they are used for surveillance and tracking. 

He still didn’t place them up for normal production as he didn’t finish the 

meridian network to have maximum energy efficiency. 

These bird puppets flew around in the area and covered a large range. 

They are similar to the mine robots that are left for surveillance but these 

things are a bit more advanced and they only do the search operations. 



They have a different set of abilities regarding their eyes. 

They can zoom and act like some telescope which he stole from that 

telescope from the charbhum realm. 

Then they can have a modified version of energy vision which might not be as 

detailed as Sam’s own, but they have a decent energy vision. Then comes the 

X-ray vision. It is not completely see-through, but it can find living organisms 

hidden in between rocks and other stuff. 

He has to create some new inscription networks to get this. In fact, this is 

more expensive than the combat puppets he made. 

And when an image is given to the enchanted spirits of this bird they would 

search for the things on that image. 

Person, object, beast, anything. 

And there is a portable communication hub which they would send the signal 

as soon as they find out the location. 

They can estimate the exact distance from the spot and if Sam is present he 

could even find approximate spatial coordinates. 

Between midnight and dawn, the team attacked another mine and Sam 

immediately went there and released another set of birds and soon he 

managed to get an approximate location. 

He took off on the harbinger in that direction swiftly. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 912: Solar Fragments 

Sam didn’t bother to hide his presence, he just went there on the harbinger at 

his top speed and the forest along his path is being torn apart just from his 

tailwinds. 
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When the five solar fragments felt the overwhelming presence, they are 

shocked. Before they could react though, Sam is already in the middle of all 

five of them. 

"Five Consummate stage cultivators? Your balls must be made of Meteorite 

sand to come after me with your pathetic strength." 

The five of them exchanged glances and decided to run away, but too bad it 

didn’t work out. As soon as they wanted to move, Sam’s shadows emerged 

and held them in the place. 

"You are not going anywhere until I get my answers." 

"You are not getting any answers. We took pills for selective memory loss. We 

don’t know how we came here." 

Sam looked at him and let the specter out to check on them. 

Specter took a brief look at their memories and decided that they are not lying. 

The memories of the whole day are missing. 

They got orders the day before yesterday that they would be sent to the 

desolate planet and their goal is to find the mines and create chaos so that 

Sam and his personnel will be busy managing the issues. 

Only after a certain time after they gave orders did they send them to desolate 

and the procedure of that travel and their point of drop here in the desolate 

disappeared. 

But there are other memories that Sam could take advantage of. 

First thing is that the people that came out will track down these five people. 

These five people not only have a job to create chaos, they are also 

responsible for gaining some information regarding Sam in the next few days. 



The first batch of the soldiers from the Solar fragments will come here and 

they will be deal with the first half of the central continent occupying it while 

the war is going on, the second batch of the soldiers will arrive giving them a 

surprise. 

Of course, everything would have been perfect if by any chance these five are 

not captured. If the people who gave orders to them are any smarter, they 

wouldn’t let them attack and only make them focus on finding info. 

If Sam was in their place, he would make his subordinates disguise 

themselves and infiltrate into Sam’s camp in five different places and the next 

batch of soldiers would track these five men in five groups which will inevitably 

give them chance to attack five different places from both inside and outside 

easily destroying them. 

This is a better plan and Sam could think of this in seconds. 

Anyway, at this moment, he couldn’t be bothered with how bad their plan is or 

how stupid they are, since he caught them he has to make sure that their 

current plan wouldn’t succeed. 

Sam shackled them all and negated their cultivation before taking them to a 

valley under the control of the dusk organization. 

He left the five people there and started making preparations. 

He called for any Astral Plane cultivators that don’t have any tasks at their 

hand and let them stay within the valley. 

The valley is nearest to the center of the central continent. 

All the mines that are attacked by these five people are located near the 

center of the continent. He felt like whatever method they used, there is a high 

chance that they would be sending people to somewhere near the center. 

But even if that is right, he cannot be careless in other areas. 



He sent orders to all the cities, parks, and bases. Every employee must move 

to a protective base where the high-level defensive formations could be 

activated and leave all the production to the puppets. 

Sam contact Sirona who is in charge of puppet research and puppet 

production and told her to send the puppets to all the necessary areas and 

also release some of the unreleased puppets that were set aside for now to 

their respective positions. 

The whole dusk organization turned into some kind of warzone. 

The citizens and employees are feeling anxious. 

Meanwhile, Sam went back to the Old beast to learn about the Solar 

fragments a bit more and there was nothing too remarkable about them. 

The solar fragments are in a way, mutated humans. When Hou Yi destroyed 

the Golden Sun crows with his bow and arrow the golden sun crows who were 

on the level of immortals fell into a planet and soaked it with their blood. 

The blood which is more potent than the life force of the whole planet 

combined started seeping into the Planet’s core, vegetation, and humans 

forcing them to mutate accordingly. But the original planet is merely a slave 

planet where all kinds of slaves working under Hou Yi used to reside and it 

couldn’t sustain the mutation. 

So, Hou Yi who was intrigued by the new race created a family or a tribe out 

of them and sent them to a lower realm that has a suitable environment for 

them. 

They are good with fire elements mostly and there is an occasional dual 

element with light elements too. They are good at fighting and they contribute 

to the army of Hou Yi by occupying a large number of positions within. 



As for why they are able to attack Sam and how they managed to get here 

without breaking any rules of the game is completely incomprehensible. 

Sam waited for them to arrive in the valley and he deployed several of his 

subordinates with the tracking birds over a few places in the continent to see if 

they followed any certain routes. 

The central continent is too big, he cannot cover everything with a single set 

of tracking birds. The main problem is the time constraint which he couldn’t 

possibly overcome at the moment. 

So, he can only see if he can capture their path or position at a specific time 

and trace a path to their origin. 

Three days later, Sam indeed got a message from a subordinate that some of 

their tracking birds spotted some golden-haired people moving through the 

forest, but they are too fast for the birds to capture a proper image. 

They must be Astral Plane cultivators and they are moving towards the valley. 

There must be some kind of special technique for them to track these five 

down. 

They managed to near the valley faster than he thought. 

There are ten people this time and these ten are all Astral Plane cultivators. 

When they arrived in the valley they looked at the five Consummate 

cultivators in the center with a frown. 

The leader wanted to ask them some questions, but before they could do 

anything, Sam whistled and his subordinates came out. The ones that came 

are all Astral Plane Initiation cultivators that, too Initial stage, he doesn’t know 

how they managed to come here and why they only sent the Initial stage 

cultivators, but this is a chance. 



Even though Sam doesn’t have too much of an overwhelming advantage on 

the opponents, it is easy for him to overpower them. 

He took out his reaper sword and activated light elemental fusion as he 

slashed them right and left. 

The battle went on for a decent time as the subordinates and the solar 

fragments tied. 

Sam is the only anomaly and he managed to capture them down. Four of the 

ten Solar Fragments are dead and four on Sam’s side are injured. Sam went 

to heal them properly and let them rest and then started the questioning. 

Sam was pretty frustrated with the info he got. These are not all the first batch 

of the soldiers. These are only half and the major force of the first batch, there 

a second half who is the minor force with Consummate level cultivation and 

they have a different task. 

They went somewhere else as soon as they came. 

And these people don’t know what their tasks are and they also don’t know 

where they arrived. They also took these so-called selective amnesia pills. 

This is another dead end. 

The only useful information Sam got from them is the fact that the second 

batch of soldiers would be coming only after a week. 

Apart from that, there is really no use keeping them alive. 

But Sam found another use for them. 

Yanwu can eat them. 

These people are mutants of the Golden sun crow blood and humans. If their 

flesh, blood, and organs are consumed, Yanwu would benefit from it, 

particularly since they are Astral Plane, he would be able to break through to 



the Middle stage Initiation of the Astral Plane as soon as Yanwu digested 

them completely. 

So, he gave the four corpses to Yanwu instantly and waited for him to digest 

to give the rest and since they are doomed to die and they don’t have any 

other use, Sam directly threw them into the divine dimension and let Yanwu 

eat them as much as he can. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 913: Special Space Gate 

Sam desperately wanted to contact Ling Tian at the moment. 

He has to stop the Solar fragments from coming here. There is too much at 

stake for him in this place. If he cannot do that, he has to find where these 

people are arriving on this planet. 

There is too much at stake within this planet and the only reason he was able 

to feel safe is that the only access to this planet from other realms is through 

his organization. 

In fact most people working in his organization don’t even know this place 

exists. 

He has too many people and too many resources at stake. 

But he cannot contact Ling Tian. There is no response from even the forth 

floor of the divine dimension. 

So, he can only think of other ways, he deployed the consummate stage 

cultivators to search for consummate solar fragments that came with the first 

batch. He ordered for immediate engagement when they found where they 

are. 

Meanwhile, he took the map of the central continent and tried to find a place 

which is mostly likely to be the right place for these people to arrive. But there 
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are very limited options and most of these places are occupied by the dusk 

organization as they also make good hiding spots and ambush points. 

Meanwhile, Raiju is going a tracking trip along with another Raiju elder. They 

are trying to trace back the path of the Astral Plane Solar Fragments through 

the smell and it is actually working. 

But it is a bit slower than what Sam would have wanted. 

The Central continent is full of beasts and it would be hard to get a hold of a 

single smell in the middle of such a forest when they are moving at such a 

speed. But still both of them are doing an impeccable job at tracing back. 

So, Sam gave up on the first idea of searching through the map directly and 

let Raiju and his uncle take care of the situation. 

But three days of constant tracking lead them to a mountain region at the 

center of the Central continent. 

This valley is a large circular field formed naturally with a series of mountains 

surrounding it. 

It is a great place for conducting fights and tournaments. 

But from the looks of it, it seems like something is wrong with this place. 

It is almost impossible to appear here out of thin air unless they used a one 

sided space gate which is not possible as they couldn’t construct one without 

marking a spot on this side. Then they would have to use a dimensional drifter 

or device similar to this. 

But from what Ling Tian and Old beast said, the coordinates of this place are 

erased from the rest of the world. 

They cannot calculate the coordinates of this place unless they marked it from 

inside. 



That means, there is a connection between this place and somewhere else 

which he doesn’t know about. 

They thought that they searched this place high and low, but the exploration 

has to begin once again now. 

Sam personally started searching the area. 

With a normal glance, there is nothing wrong, even the spiritual sense and the 

energy vision didn’t show anything. 

No traces of spatial energy, no traces of trap doors, hidden mechanisms 

nothing. No matter how he looked at it, everything is completely normal. It 

looked like a normal rocky mountain lump no matter how many times they saw 

it. 

San decided to go with the most time consuming but accurate method. 

He started scanning every inch of the valley with the observation. It would 

take days even with the Astral Plane cultivation and increased range. 

It is hard to scan each inch of the of the rock and particularly deeply until they 

reached the core of each mountain and then also to the core of the valley. 

This place might even be the center point of this planet, if he has to go to the 

core of the whole planet to find out how they are coming here, he would do so. 

And thankfully after three days of constant checking it wasn’t required. 

Because Sam found something in the core of a mountain. 

He immediately started destroying the mountain and soon there is a large hole 

which led to a stone pillar in the middle of the mountain core. 

He must say destroying the mountain is easier than observing it, so he 

proceeded to destroy mountains and out of tens of these mountains, he found 

the stone pillars in eight of them. 



They are inscribed with hundreds of runic structures. The designs are 

complicated beyond belief. But most of them are things Sam is familiar with. 

They are runes for concealing and the runes for spatial transfer. 

He examined them for another day to get an understanding on what this is 

and he came to some conclusions. 

This is a special space gate and it has very weird but specific functions. It is a 

oneway space gate when it was used to send someone outside. But the 

downside is that they cannot select the location they need to go. It was 

already locked. And even worst thing is that it is expensive. Even Sam had to 

think twice even thrice before taking that many spirit stones. 

When it is used as a receiver, any space gate in the world could access it, but 

they had to drop the perfect coordinates. If they have the coordinates they can 

send anything or anyone inside. 

But in the current situation it shouldn’t be possible to use this as the incoming 

function was sealed. 

In fact, even the outgoing function was supposed to be sealed, but someone 

used the inscriptions to loosen that seal a long time ago and Sam could guess 

who it might be because of the style of inscriptions. 

It has to be Murali. The master of several trades of the Desolate. His 

mysterious disappearance is now solved. 

He used his knowledge to alter the seal a bit and escaped from this planet, 

but even he didn’t mess with the incoming seal. 

Technically it should be impossible for anyone to use this formation to come to 

this planet. 

But there is no other way, other than this formation that could explain the 

sudden appearance of these solar fragments. 



Sam recorded everything and went to the tempest valley to show the 

formation to the Old beast. 

"This formation is of an old style. Extremely old. It is ancient. No one in these 

days would use this type of space gate as it is time consuming to set up and 

energy consuming to use. 

But trust me it creates a proper space gate channel and it is almost impossible 

to interfere in it unless someone knows the exact schematics of the formation 

and has a great grasp of the spatial element and knowledge of space gate. 

This would be a treasure for inscription researchers and only a few can 

actually replicate it. Can you recreate it?" 

The Old Beast asked Sam. 

"No, not at my current level. The setup is too complicated my energy level or 

strength and even my mental strength wouldn’t support it any time soon. But I 

can do some alterations on the inscriptions particularly on the seals and 

concealments." 

"I guessed as much. 

I think someone might be using the small altercation in the outgoing seal to 

send people back here." 

"But that is almost impossible." 

"You said it yourself, almost. It can be done when someone who knows how 

to make these things tries. 

And you are taking about a God here. Do you think he cannot get his hands 

on such a person? Hou Yi might be a piece of crap, but he is a high level god 

all the same. So, you have to be prepared and not rule out the possibility." 

"But why did he only send a few people and that too weakest ones?" 



Sam thought and the Old beast also became silent. 

"I have to check them once again. If my theory is correct then I might have an 

advantage here." 

With that Sam went back to the valley and examined them once again closely. 

Then he finally understood what the situation is and he was ecstatic for a 

second. 

The seal that Murali altered is not completely undone. He made sure that 

people who are strong couldn’t be sent out from here. Sam doesn’t know 

whether murali did this intentionally or he was only capable of unsealing this 

much or he might have thought this much was enough. 

But if Old beast’s theory about them sending people here is right, then this 

also adds up. Then cannot send too many people at the same time and they 

also cannot send people who are too powerful which gives him some window. 

Before he could think of ways to find the what stage cultivator can be sent 

here, he got a message and it was from the beast faction. 

Particularly it was from Sanjay, he arrived at the city with an important 

message and he mentioned that it was an extreme emergency. And there was 

mention of the Solar fragments. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 914: Major powers 

Sam returned to the city immediately and went to his office where Sanjay is 

waiting. 

By the time Sam reached there, Sanjay is looking at the wall with paintings of 

some of the memorable days and achievements of the school. 

Sanjay became a bit flustered when Sam entered the room. 

They shook their hands and extended their wishes. 
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"Long time no see." 

Sam said casually as he sat down. 

"Yes, it has been a really long time." 

Sanjay also took a seat. 

"What brings you here? They mentioned something related to the solar 

fragments?" 

"Yes, yesterday, a person arrived at the beast faction. He has golden hair and 

golden eyes. He is a Peak stage Consummate level cultivator and he gave us 

a proposal. He wants our cooperation to deal with you and your organization. 

They want our support in waging a war on you with our soldiers and he also 

said they want something else. But he wouldn’t reveal the details until I signed 

some kind of contract with them that will bind our souls. And in the account, if 

one of the parties breaks the contract, their soul would be decimated. 

We immediately captured that guy and took him in our custody. But it is hard 

to transport him, so I think it would be better if you come by yourself." 

Sam’s frown deepened as Sanjay finished the story. This is a bit troublesome. 

If the solar fragments really reached the beast faction, there is no reason for 

them to not reach other factions. 

And even their trial of smell was lost from that central valley. He couldn’t even 

find where they are or which direction they went. But now that he found one of 

them, there is no way he could let it go. He has to gain any possible 

information from him and also find out if the other solar fragments went to 

different factions. 

Sam and Sanjay left the city and went to the beast faction. There he saw a lot 

of property destroyed. There was a really large battle. 

"Who captured him?" 



"It is my father who did it. He is also a peak Consummate stage cultivator, he 

only stepped down because he couldn’t find the next step to grow. So, he 

wanted more time to himself." 

"Tell him to visit the city after the situation with the Solar fragments is over." 

Sanjay’s eyes brightened, but Sam didn’t see or he didn’t care and just 

continued. 

"I will send a construction team to repair the faction, feel free to suggest your 

own adjustments to them." 

"Thank you. But I think we can manage." 

"No, it is my problem actually, so the damage caused by that should be fixed 

by me. Anyway, where is that guy?" 

Sanjay led him to a secluded area. There the solar fragment was bound to a 

large rock with all kinds of cultivation shackles placed on him. 

When the solar fragment saw Sam’s face, he started breathing rapidly. 

"Seems like you guys do identify me. Tell me why you are here?" 

"He must have already told you, why do you think we are here?" He said as 

he pointed at Sanjay with his chin. 

Sam looked at him coldly and took out his handgun. He forcefully stuffed one 

of the fingers of the solar fragment into the gun barrel and asked once again. 

"Why are you here?" 

When there was no immediate response, he just pulled the trigger. 

*AARRRGGGHHHHHHHHHH...." 

The bullet crushed the finger and went directly into the arm before tearing the 

flesh apart and escaping into the air. 



Sanjay hissed when he saw the aftermath of the hand. 

But Sam didn’t even flinch as he casually looked at the young solar fragment 

and placed another finger in the barrel. 

"Why are you here?" 

"I will tell you. I will tell you. I am here to talk a deal with the beast faction, 

there are four more solar fragments who went to the four remaining major 

powers. We were ordered to make them sign a contract to get their help in 

exchange for the power and resources of the desolate." 

"How did you arrive at this planet?" 

That guy once again became silent, but Sam didn’t have any of it, he just 

simply shot him on another finger and moved onto the third one. 

*ARRRGGGGGGHHH..." 

"I don’t know the exact process, we were sent through a space gate and we 

arrived in the middle of that large valley. From there the Consummate stage 

cultivators like me using a special transference scroll which transported us to 

the edge of the continent to arrive near the factions." 

"What is the exact plan with the major powers?" 

"I don’t know that, all I am responsible for is to ask them to sign the contract 

and install a device in of the space gates of the major powers. Then my task is 

done." 

There is only a day left before the second batch of people comes here. Sam is 

already surprised that these guys didn’t take the selective amnesia pills and 

remembered everything. There must have been a reason for that. 

But he couldn’t waste his time thinking of that reason and has to focus on 

solving the situation at hand. 



He took all the contents from the Solar fragment’s spatial ring and found the 

installation object to examine it. 

He even asked the seniors of the Space gate association for some advice. But 

they couldn’t find what exactly its purpose is without installing it in the 

formation. But Sam didn’t want to risk it. 

So, he didn’t dwell on it too much and diverted his attention to the rest of the 

major powers. 

If the solar fragments went there, there should be some kind of news, but no 

one came to him yet, which could mean only one thing. They wanted to turn 

their back on him. 

The only reason Sam left them alone even after he became more powerful 

than all of them combined is that he respected the traditions and history of the 

place and also he didn’t want to bother with something so troublesome as 

ruling the lands and the people. 

It is already hard enough for him to maintain the organization as it is and he is 

thankful that he has great executives that work for him, if he took ruling the 

lands into his hands, then the only thing that awaits him is suffering and 

immense responsibility without a moment of peace. There is no way he would 

carry a burden like that. 

But from the looks of it, the major powers are taking his mercy for granted. 

But he still didn’t want to take extreme measures, so he gave them a chance, 

he sent word for all the major powers to send the head of their organization to 

meet him if there is an uninvited guest from a different realm. 

Sam was direct and on point. 

When the message was received, the heads of these four organizations are 

confused. 



The fact that they didn’t inform like the beast faction is already a clear 

indication that they drew the line and they were on the other side, but that is 

only based on the fact that Sam didn’t know what is happening here. 

But now that Sam knew and he directly asked, they are confused. 

The four of them met together for a secret meeting to decide on it. 

"How did the news leak?" The temple head from the thunder god temple 

asked. 

"It is because of that guy from Beast faction. We forgot to take his immaturity 

into account. He became a new head and he already seems so desperate to 

kiss Sam’s ass." 

"But now that Sam knew of this, what should we do? Should we really give 

him the news about these people?" The thunderbolt sect’s head asked. 

"Of course not." "Obviously." 

The thunder god temple head didn’t agree while the herb garden’s head 

agreed. 

"What do you mean by obviously? This is the only chance we have to get rid 

of Sam, he has been ruling us over for decades. We have to gain our freedom 

back." The thunder god temple head made his case. 

"First, he never really ruled us. He mostly focused on the business and his 

schools. As for the rest, he is stronger than us. What do you expect from him? 

To be meek and docile in front of you when he can kill you on a whim? Stop 

being unrealistic. It is a mistake for us to even think of the possibility of 

betraying him. 

You all seemed to have forgotten what he can do and could do when he was 

just a Nascent and Pre-transcendent. Now he is beyond the Consummate 

stage, at least that is what some of his students and subordinates said. 



If by any chance he came out of this unscathed, which is of a high possibility, 

we would be dead meat. Then he would really rule over the whole planet all 

by himself." 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 915: War 

The discussion was heated between the four heads of the major powers. 

The herb garden head is adamant about giving the information to Sam, while 

the remaining three are opposed to it. Of the three, the thunderbolt sect is 

sitting on the fence. He is saying that he wouldn’t help the solar fragments and 

he wouldn’t inform Sam either. 

The thunder god temple and the lightning spear sect are completely against 

giving the information to Sam. 

"How many times do I have to tell you? The Solar fragments are stronger and 

more powerful than Sam. Did you even see the Consummate stage cultivators 

they sent? They are barely in their late twenties or early thirties. What was 

Sam doing at that age? What was that you and me are doing at that age? 

They are certainly powerful." 

"Of course, they are powerful, but why do you think they need our help if they 

are that powerful, tell them to destroy Sam and we can talk. I wouldn’t even 

hesitate to submit all my lands and people to them if they can accomplish 

that." 

The thunder god temple head and the Herb Garden head are arguing for a 

long time. 

And finally, the herb garden head couldn’t take it and said. 

"Okay, I will write up a soul contract that I wouldn’t leak any information 

regarding you people and your plans, but I don’t want to be involved in this 

war. I will give the Solar fragment away to Sam and stay put on the sidelines." 
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With that, he stood up and walked away. 

Noone stopped him. They know that it is useless to stop him much less attack 

him. He can surely escape. 

And the herb garden head returned back to his place, before sneaking out 

once again. 

He is not sure if he can capture the solar fragment, so he went to the city and 

informed Sam of his decision and Sam sent a couple of his subordinates to 

capture the Solar fragment and bring him here. 

From what he learned from their interrogation, they are not going to have any 

form of contact between themselves. They would just finish their tasks and 

stay passive for now until the next batch comes and gives them orders. 

Sam doesn’t know what the exact plan is, but he has some guesses, so to 

make sure, he locked all the space gates connecting between them and the 

major powers. He only kept the Beast faction and the Herb garden’s gates 

open. 

He only left one Space gate open between the major power that didn’t come 

to him and these gates are not present within the city. One of them is the 

space gate between the thunder god temple and city which was constructed 

years ago. One of the first Space gates Sam had made. 

He kept them open to see what these factions and the Solar fragments are 

getting at. But not without any precautions. 

He started tinkering with the space gate formations by himself to make some 

adjustments just to be okay and he put one of the elite teams full of 

Consummate stage cultivators and a couple of Astral Plane cultivators to 

stand guard near these space gates just in case. 

There is only a single day and Sam is focused on preparations. 



He is going to stay in the Central Continent, near the valley. 

Watt who happened to be in the city is going to control the whole defensive 

fortifications of the city while he was absent. 

All the puppet defensive mechanisms are deployed and installed overnight. 

Sirona is in charge of the puppets and replacing the damaged ones and 

deploying the news ones according to the situation. 

Across the planet, all the employees of the organization and their families 

were ordered to retreat into the parks which have defensive measures for 

emergencies. With those formations, they can hold off against some Pre-

transcendent stage cultivators and easily win. But any more than that, they 

could barely afford some time. 

Sam already called for the forces from various places and sent them to 

different places. He prepared himself as much as he can. 

It was good thing that he never scrimped and saved on the defensive 

measures, even though he knew no one in this planet could harm him. 

While Sam is a bit tense, his subordinates are all excited. There are hundreds 

of consummate stage cultivators deployed today and they are all excited 

beyond belief as most of the time they could only train and not participate in 

actual battles. 

So, this is a moment they are waiting for. They are confident in their abilities 

as they trained until they are exhausted like a dead dog. 

Now they only awaited the Solar fragments to not back down, so that they 

could fight to heart’s content. 

The next day. 



Sam who is near the valley along with his beasts and the Raiju elder, waiting 

for the solar fragments, noticed the stone pillars shining brightly and there is 

spatial rift that opened in between. 

The solar fragments dropped one after another and there are over two dozen 

Astral Plane Initiation cultivators and forty Consummate stage cultivators, but 

that didn’t stop. 

The Consummate stage cultivators immediately used some kind of 

transference scroll and most of them disappeared from the spot. 

After those Consummate stage cultivators left, another batch of Consummate 

stage cultivators also did the same. But when they reached the fourth batch 

and the fifth batch, they didn’t disappear, they are all stayed right here in the 

valley in confusion as their scrolls didn’t work. 

Everything happened within three minutes. The spatial rift closed down and 

the Astral Plane cultivators who were supposed to take action are confused 

because of the presence of the Consummate stage cultivators. 

One Astral Plane cultivator stepped forward and smoothened the scene 

before explaining. 

"The first batch of people must have failed in some of their targets, but do not 

worry. We will go with Plan B. The Consummate stage cultivators will be going 

after the mines and other areas that are under the Dusk organization’s control. 

Remember, this is a war. We can only fight with people of the same 

cultivation. We cannot kill the people of lesser cultivation randomly. 

And trust me, we should not break this rule at all costs and make sure that 

you yell out this rule before you invade the place. Because once the rule 

doesn’t exist, the other side can slaughter you all and we can slaughter the 

people of another side. 



It is a massive lose-lose situation. 

The major powers of this place will be responsible for war below the 

Consummate level. Now Go." 

But as soon as he threw that order away. Sam and his beasts came out of the 

hiding and surrounding the valley. 

"You are not going anywhere." 

Sam said in a loud but cold voice and looked at them calmly. The leader is a 

bit tense. But he tried his best to calm himself down and said. 

"Sam, this is a war between you and us. We should abide by the rules." 

"Really? Then tell me, why are you waging this war, and then I might abide by 

these very rules." 

"You attacked and destroyed the Hellian tribe. We are a family by marriage, 

so we are here to take revenge." 

"So, Hel and Hou Yi cut a deal and sent to you be slaughtered." 

Sam spat coldly and continued. 

"Okay, then let us abide by your rules, I would like to see how you will 

survive." 

With that San whistled loudly and a bunch of Consummate level beasts that 

reside in the Central continent all surrounded them. 

"Consummate for Consummate and Astral Plane for Astral Plane." 

The Consummate level beasts are not just some random beasts from the 

Central Continent, there are some beasts that Sam collected from the 

Unconquered realm. There are over a hundred of them and all of them 

mauled the consummate level Solar Fragments. There are some talented 



people within the Solar fragments that could take on multiple opponents, but 

there are talented people on Sam’s side as well. 

So, before he could engage with the Astral Plane cultivators, he sent a 

message back to call for a dozen dragon hawk tribe’s consummate level 

cultivators and a dozen consummates from the Kala tribe which he brought for 

this occasion. 

After sending the message, he looked at the list on the wrist screen. Currently, 

he is not engaged with any families or organizations. So, he selected Solar 

Fragments as his next target. In actual fact, he didn’t want to engage them 

this early even though they are Hou Yi’s subordinates. They are just too big. 

At least three times bigger than the Kala tribe and their head is also far 

stronger. 

He wanted to slowly build his power up and fight, but since they are so eager 

to die, he cannot do anything but oblige. 

And since there is a limit to how many people and how powerful the cultivators 

they can send to the desolate, he would take that to his advantage and chip 

them down until they are all dead. 

He can also progress in cultivation because of Yanwu like this and might even 

reach the late stage Initiation by the end of it. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 916: Information 

The valley is currently filled with sounds of battle, rage, and screams. The 

beasts and the Consummate stage cultivators clashed and Sam, Yanwu, and 

the rest of his beasts are clashing with the Astral Plane cultivators. 

The Raiju elder didn’t make the move immediately and waited on the side. 
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Currently out of the two dozen Astral Plane cultivators, around eighteen of 

them are in the Initial stage and the rest of them are in the middle stage of 

Astral Plane Initiation. 

It could be said that this is a tough competition for Sam. But not when he is 

using different tricks. 

He created new energy cell explosives. Particularly the water elemental ones. 

The Solar fragments all have fire elemental expertise. So, obviously, they are 

careful about the water elemental explosive. 

And Sam didn’t even stand of ceremony with thoughts like having a fair fight 

when he did with the barbarian realm. He only has one thought in mind, killing 

ruthlessly and his beasts complied with him on that. 

While they kept the Astral Plane cultivator busy, Sam held a mini rocket 

launcher on his shoulder as he aimed at the opponents from his harbinger. 

Even if the energy cells landed directly they are not powerful enough to kill 

them, but they would surely be damaged severely and Sam is okay with that. 

And along with normal water elemental explosions, Sam used poison 

explosives. 

And the Astral Plane level poison is no joke. 

Once he made sure that he hit every single one of them with this poison and 

water elemental explosive at least once, Sam stored the rocket launcher away 

and took out the reaper and executioner swords along with his shadows, and 

jumped in. 

The fight became nasty. In fact too nasty as he savagely cut one after 

another. It was extremely one-sided and even when Sam is the one being 

outnumbered. 



Sam left the leader alive to get the gist of the plan while he threw the rest of 

the bodies to Yanwu so that he could munch on. 

This would be enough for him to break through to the Middle stage of 

Initiation. 

Meanwhile, the Dragon hawk tribe and the Kala tribe’s people came and they 

took on the Consummate level solar fragments that are fighting with the 

beasts. Even though there are many rare beasts the solar fragments still had 

a slight upper hand. But now that these two teams came. They are already 

done for. 

After the battle which started abruptly was over as fast as it started, a small 

camp was arranged around the valley and Sam started questioning the team 

leader of the Astral Plane cultivators that he captured. 

"What is your plan? Or what are your duties?" 

Sam asked while he held the gun over one of the fingers of the team leader. 

"Our team is actually here to only set the base and to estimate your strength. 

We are not the main force of the Solar fragments. In fact, we are disposables 

and the bottom of the Astral Plane cultivators of the tribe." 

"So, after estimating our strength, what are you going to do?" 

"I don’t know exactly what it is. But the main force will come here only after a 

week and that too only half of the force will come. 

They didn’t let me in on the full plan and I only got a gist. After staying here for 

a week, we will perform small attacks on your places using the Major powers 

and estimate the strength you hold in this planet and after that, I will be 

informing the leader of the first half of the main force. 



He would make a decision whether he should fight with and finish you off 

faster or if he should hold you in your place with some defensive measures 

and wait for the second half of the main force." 

"So, why are you guys not sending main force directly?" 

"I don’t know about that. They said it was a strategy. But I heard something 

along the lines that it is difficult to send all the people at the same time. I don’t 

know the exact and accurate reasons." 

"Where do you plan to meet them?" 

"They will be coming for us. They can track us down." 

"How are they sending you guys here?" 

"There is a large set up there with a lot of Space gate formations and 

hundreds of millions of spirit stones with a lot of Space gate experts making 

something. I cannot understand what was happening exactly." 

"Then I don’t have much use for you." 

With that, Sam sliced his throat. But he didn’t give body to Yanwu. He has 

other things to do with it and he has to do it in the divine dimension as it takes 

a long time and a lot of energy. 

But before that, he left the Raiju elder in the valley along with his beasts and 

he went back to the city to get the reports of the situation in other places. 

They have a vast information network with many spies within the major 

powers. They might not be able to give the information to Sam about major 

things that happen at the top of the faction, but they can give normal and 

regular information about the changes there and they sent the information 

regarding these solar fragments. 



The major powers will have half a dozen Consummate stage cultivators at 

most, but the solar fragments sent dozens of them here to wage a war on 

Sam. 

The solar fragments magically appeared through the space gates of the 

thunder god temple, lightning spear sect, and the Thunderbolt sect. 

Now Sam could understand the exact use of those devices that are installed 

in the space gates. These devices make it possible for the solar fragments to 

use the special transference scrolls and reach the major powers. 

From there the attacks began. Since Sam shut down most of the space gates 

connecting the organization and the city with the major powers, they had to 

use the sources that he deliberately left open which made them appear out of 

the city and a few other places that are considered the outskirts for the 

organization and the war began. 

Most of the war was taken over by the puppets and the defense mechanisms. 

Grenades, large crossbows, bio-fuel, methane gas, Impact cannons, methane 

shell cannons, poison gases, large hunter traps. 

The war is over in a flash. 

If only the Solar Fragments tribe knew how resourceful and systematic the 

dusk organization is and how detailed Sam made his planning when building 

this whole thing, they wouldn’t have had to suffer this many losses. 

After this first wave of war which was nipped in its buds, Sam sent people to 

the major powers. 

Since he already got the purpose of the major powers, there is no need for 

him to hold back on them. The current heads are dead and his major 

supporters are crippled with new heads appointed overnight. 



If not for the fact, Sam is completely bothered by the ruling and stuff, he would 

have taken over. 

After the major powers are settled with their new heads who are still shaking 

in their boots, because they saw the execution of their predecessor, Sam went 

on with his tasks. 

The first one is planning a surprise with the body of the Solar Fragment he 

kept intact and other gifts alongside so that he could have an easy time when 

the main force arrives. 

The second thing is to prepare for the breakthrough. Within the next few days, 

Sam would become Middle stage Astral Plane Initiation cultivator. 

But he is not that happy, even though this is fast by any standards. 

He is concerned. The leader of the Solar Fragment tribe is actually a Peak 

stage Astral Plane Pre-transcendent. 

This is more troublesome than killing a Consummate as a Nascent stage 

cultivator. 

He has to do the utmost planning and make many considerations. 

If only he could get some information. 

As he thought of this, he immediately went to the formation that leads to the 

shop. Currently, he took down four powers under different gods and he has 

four heirlooms in his hands. But he didn’t go for the exchange because he 

didn’t need to immediately. 

But since he cannot contact the gods at this moment, he has to find the only 

possible way to get in touch with them. 

That is this shop. At first, he wanted to accumulate the heirlooms for 

something else, but now he has no choice. 



When Sam’s consciousness entered the shop space, the Avatar asked what 

he wanted. 

Sam didn’t even take a look at the list of resources and said. 

"I want to buy information." 

"What information exactly?" 

"The Solar Fragment tribe is currently attacking the desolate through a special 

space gate. I want to know what the exact number of people or the most 

powerful person that could be sent through this space gate." 

"Sorry, that information is not possible to obtain. You can ask something that 

your god allowed you to ask." 

"May I know what they are?" 

"Explanations of the resources. 

Consultation on the resources’ usefulness to you. 

Information on the location of certain resources. 

Ling Tian’s opinions and guidance on certain aspects." 

Sam was dumbfounded. He doesn’t know that there is a way like this to 

contact as he didn’t care too much about the shop. But now it seems this is 

the best product they are offering here. 

"I want the fourth one." 

"Ling Tian will contact you shortly on his own. You have to wait. Do you want 

anything else?" 

Sam asked for something which needed some consultation for even the 

shopkeeper, so he paid with one heirloom, and his consciousness left. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 
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Chapter 917: Conversation with Ling Tian 

Sam is currently in the Central Continent as he meditated along with his 

beasts. They are on a verge of a breakthrough. 

Yanwu almost ate every single of the dead bodies of the Solar fragments that 

arrived on the desolate. Except for one corpse; which Sam stored to create 

some surprise. 

This large consumption ensured that Yanwu alone absorbs energy from those 

corpses which are sufficient enough for the breakthrough of all of them. 

And here they are. As soon as the energy requirement was met, they met 

together for the breakthrough. 

As they channeled the energy together and started breaking the limits, there is 

something Sam is feeling at the moment. The golden crow bloodline within his 

body is currently completely activated and is moving towards Sam’s lungs. 

Sam frowned and almost stopped circulating the energy, but his body 

instinctually reacted and allowed the bloodline and the energy to accumulate 

on his lungs and they went through a metamorphosis. He felt like his lungs are 

ripped away from his body and placed inside a furnace. 

As if they are being heated like a lump of metal before forging. The 

temperature increased, but by now his instincts are telling him not to let the 

energy circulation stop. In fact he couldn’t stop. 

After the heat reached a certain limit, Sam’s chest started burning. His body 

couldn’t take it. As he trembled in the burning pain for over an hour, he finally 

felt a bit comfortable as the pain slowly started receding. 

He could feel that his lungs have changed. But he couldn’t concentrate on that 

at the moment and proceeded with the breakthrough and from now the 

process became easier. 
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After the breakthrough, Sam finally had a chance to check up on his lungs. 

The beasts are looking at him with concern, but they couldn’t do anything. 

Yanwu is the only one who is looking at him carefully expecting something. 

Sam observed his own lungs carefully and found something interesting in fact 

it is interesting to the point that he became extremely cautious. 

His lungs are glowing with golden hue at the moment. The color of the lungs 

changed from the normal color to that of a mix between golden color and the 

blood red color. 

He doesn’t know exactly what is going on with the lungs, but even his 

breathing changed. He channeled a small amount of energy into his lungs to 

see what would happen and the air that he exhaled suddenly became a streak 

of golden flame. 

Sam was stunned. He immediately stopped channeling energy and observed 

his lungs in horror. 

Yanwu who is standing beside him started crowing in happiness while the rest 

of the beasts are trying to comprehend the situation. 

Sam is this shocked not because he can breath fire now. In fact he could have 

done it in normal circumstances too, if he wanted to throw a fire attack from 

his mouth or nose, all he has to do is channel his energy to that spot and use 

fire elemental energy to attack. 

But at this moment this is not just a premeditated attack. Breathing fire 

became his bodily function. The energy required is far less. In fact to create a 

decent fireball in normal cases, if we considered the energy required to be ten 

units, then now it became two minutes if he did it with his lungs and exhaled it 

through the mouth or nose. 



Then he remembered the special bloodline arts of these things and 

understood where this is all coming from. Until now, the main reason that he 

cannot use the bloodline arts is that they would leave residual effects on his 

body for days if not for months. And sometimes he might be in comatose state 

for months like it happened previously. 

But now that he saw the change in these lungs he thought of something. One 

of the two bloodline arts of the Golden Sun crow is actually related to the 

lungs and breathing fire. 

Now he can perform the arm without effecting his body and the most adverse 

effect might even be an energy exhaustion. 

He felt excited. Now he has another attack in his arsenal that he doesn’t have 

to worry about being put in an extremely weak state if he used it and use it in 

a direct battle. Particularly, the opponents of higher strength which is exactly 

what he needed at the moment. 

As he was getting excited on what this cultivation technique will bring him in 

the future, Sam got another good news. There is a signal from the fourth floor 

of the tower. 

Ling Tian finally contacted him. 

Sam immediately went to meet that guy. 

"Where the hell have you gone? I had to lose an heirloom just to talk to you." 

"Of course, you cannot talk to me without paying a price. Do you think it would 

be as easy as before? As the competition changes the difficulty increases." 

Sam wanted to curse him to death, but he controlled his urge before 

explaining the situation with the Solar fragments. 

"Of course, I figured as much. But don’t worry a meeting is currently being 

held at the moment regarding this issue." 



"Currently? Just how much time did you guys take to even take care of this 

issue? Damn it, why am I not being treated same as the other players, they 

get guidance, they were never plotted against and other gods don’t hate them 

to the core." 

"Then doesn’t that say something about you? Maybe you should be working 

on your manners." 

"You guys are really having fun because of my plights don’t you?" 

"I am not answering that. Anyway, we had to beat some bigshots up to get the 

evidence about the plot against you and it is currently being reviewed in a 

meeting to question the gods. 

As for your situation and the questions you have. I will give you some 

information which might help you. 

The Solar fragments cannot see you and the desolate at all. They just have an 

old man in their hands which was probably drawn by Hel when she was still 

here and she might have known about this Space gate before. 

And they are using the information she gave to them to work here. 

Currently they don’t know what you have done to the solar fragments and how 

their mission status is. That is one of the reasons they are sending people in 

batches. 

It seems like they have a very outdated information on your technology which 

explains their stupid mistakes regardinig provoking your mines and such." 

"But if they really have old information, how did they know about the mines 

that I am exploring." 

"They searched like dogs for three days. Try being less discreet sometimes, 

you are way too high profile. 



Anyway, along with that, the space gate is not exactly stable and they have a 

limit of sending people. This space gate uses the spatial tunnel to directly 

open to send them there, instead of moving the people and objects directly 

into the tunnel, this opens up directly, so even someone not in the formation 

can jump in last second and it with some altercations it can be used two ways. 

But the spatial tunnel is sealed which made is somewhat... how should I put 

it?... Cramped. It has limitations on the power of the people and the number of 

people they could send at a time and they increasing the number of slowly as 

they loosened that cramped tunnel bit by bit. 

But the final limit would be an Middle Stage of Astral Plane Pre-

transcendence. 

And if they send a person of that caliber, they would have to wait for a while to 

access the tunnel again. 

At the same time, they cannot send more than a few dozen people at a time 

with lower power. 

I think you can manage." 

"It is not that I am afraid I cannot manage, it is that I don’t know for what kind 

of threat should I prepare. I don’t want to waste my time on something new if I 

can manage the threat with what I already have." 

"You already have something." 

"Yeah, I made something to go against the Kala tribe if push comes to shove. 

It is a special gift for the Solar Fragments and it would be of great help for me 

if I manage to send this gift earlier than I arrived there. 

But there is another doubt I have. 



Since they are using the space tunnel which should be normally used for 

taking something out of desolate, can I send something through it when the 

tunnel opens?" 

Sam asked casually. Ling Tian looked at him with surprise and then a smile 

appeared on his face. He suddenly felt a tinge of pity for the Solar fragments. 

Their god just damned them to the worst time of their lives since the inception 

of their race. 

"Is there anything else you want to know?" Ling Tian asked Sam. 

"I want heavenly wine. One that I could use is Astral Plane. Try to ask Sun 

Wukong about this and see if he would be willing to give some in exchange for 

some heirlooms." 

"From what I see, you already asked for some resources and it seems like you 

can get them, so you only have one heirloom left with you. Can you afford the 

heavenly wine with that? 

Well, from the looks of it, an heirloom’s value changes and the Solar 

fragment’s heirloom is going to be very valuable compared to the rest of my 

current heirlooms, and meanwhile, I can collect one more. I think I can afford 

at least some of it." 

"I will ask him." 

With that, the meeting is finally over. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 918: Arrival 

While Sam was having a discussion with Ling Tian, there was another 

meeting that was being held between the gods that are involved in the game. 

Even though some players are eliminated, all twelve of them are gathered. 
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The Gambler is currently sitting leisurely in his chair as he looked at Hel and 

Hou Yi calmly. 

"You guys better give me a proper explanation. Otherwise, don’t blame me for 

being nasty." 

"I don’t have anything to explain. I have nothing to do with this issue." 

Hel replied stubbornly. 

"Hel, the special scroll that links to the Space gate in the desolate planet. Only 

two people still have them and one of them is your father. If you are telling me 

that Hou Yi has enough brain to steal a scroll from God of Mischief Loki 

himself, then you are being delusional. 

There are very few people in the world that could steal from him and I 

personally know every one of them. And it just so happens you are one of 

them along with a motive." 

"Motive? I don’t have any motive." 

"Kala tribe. One of the tribes that sent you some great soldier candidates. In 

your army, there are many Kala barbarians that survived your training for 

years. Now it was gone. You used the Kala tribe to attack Sam by kidnapping 

his friend and failed miserably to lose the tribe in the process. 

They destroyed your statues, they destroyed the wormhole you used to 

transport their soldier candidates. If anyone has a motive that is you. Don’t 

even bother denying it like that. You and I both know it is useless." 

"I already told you. I don’t have anything to do with it. Did you see any of my 

subordinates attacking your precious little toy? Is there anyone from my 

subordinates helping the solar fragments? They started this on their own. And 

even if someone prompted them to do it, it is not me." 



Gambler turned his gaze back to Hou Yi. He is more shocked and surprised 

than anyone else as she strongly denied any involvement in this matter. 

He felt like he was being played. Because, no matter how they looked at it, his 

involvement couldn’t be denied. There is no way a lesser race like Solar 

fragments can get their hands on the space tunnel access scroll to the 

Desolate. 

It is a high-level and highly secretive thing. 

And there is no way they would go there and attack the desolate a sealed and 

abandoned realm that was in that state for who knows how long. 

That is why he didn’t want to get involved in this from the start. But Hel 

convinced him by saying this could be taken as a family issue and revenge 

and him just helping his subordinates with the revenge. 

She also said that she would support him in that statement. But she is not 

mentioning anything about the marriage or relationship between Hellian and 

the solar fragments much less support him. 

He felt like he was cheated and rightfully so. 

Because Hel is currently feeling intense contempt towards him at his shocked 

expression. That is also the reason she picked him instead of Indra. Indra 

might hate Sam, but he is not as stupid as Hou Yi to fall for such a trap just 

because of the hatred. 

Now the whole meeting is calling his argument bullshit. Nobody bought that 

story and only Hel’s support could give him some credibility. 

But all she said was this. 

"He wanted to know if Sam is targeting any of my tribes and I said he was 

targeting Hellian tribe. I agree that I captured one of his friends but I didn’t kill 



him, in fact, I made sure that they didn’t kill him. I just wanted to attract his 

attention to the Kala tribe and make him die there. 

If you want compensation for that, I would do so. But deliberately initiating an 

attack on his organization is none of my business. 

Sam was angry because of Watt and targeted the Hellian and that was that. 

Hou Yi is the one who took advantage of the situation and used the marriage 

as an excuse to attack Sam and his organization. If you have anything take it 

up with him." 

This was the reply that she gave and Gambler and her started arguing which 

led to the current scenario. 

At last, Gambler dropped the argument, he knew it would be useless to drag 

her into this, but it is going to be easy to mess with Hou Yi. 

"From now on, Hou Yi’s subordinate heirlooms will increase in value by a 

hundred percent. If anyone disagrees you can object." 

Gambler said coldly. No one objected. Hou Yi is feeling humiliated. In this 

game what the players don’t know is the one who pays the resources in 

exchange of an heirloom is the original owner of the heirlooms. That means 

Hela has to be the one who pays a price for the blood iron spear of the Kala 

tribe. Anything exchanged with that spear in the shop comes out of her own 

pocket. 

Now that Hou Yi has to pay double the amount of the actual value. 

Even though it is not enough to make him feel a pinch, it is still his loss 

amongst all the gods that are in the game with him. 

This is not exactly a great feeling to have. 

But that is not all. 

"You will have to pay 150 percent more for Sam." 



"I don’t agree." Hou Yi reacted immediately. 

But Gambler didn’t give in. He calmly looked at him and said. 

"You sent a tribe full of Astral Plane cultivators to kill my player with a 

deliberate plot. I am letting you off easy without breaking your body like I said 

last time. If you don’t want to compensate like that, let us go to war. Only one 

of us should remain at the end. Are you down?" 

Hou Yi gritted his teeth in frustration and could only agree to the condition. 

"Hel, your plan to lure Sam to the Kala tribe will not go away without 

compensation. You have to pay 100 percent more for Sam and 50 percent for 

the rest of the players." 

"Why would I be paying for the rest of the players?" 

"Of course, because of your previous offense. Don’t tell me you thought we 

would forget." 

"No, I was the one who forgot it. I agree with your conditions. Now can I go?" 

The meeting ended like this. 

Sam doesn’t know what exactly is happening there and what kind of decisions 

they took. But currently, he is looking at the list as he marked the subordinate 

organizations of Hel and Hou Yi. There is no way he could let them go without 

taking any revenge. 

If only he knew the conditions Gambler got for him, he would be even happier. 

Currently, he is waiting for the first batch of the main forces to arrive while 

drawing up a proper plan to proceed in taking down their subordinate 

organizations. 

He is not in a hurry though, he has a day for the force to come and he has 

another week before the later batch comes, so he can take his time. 



So, he just waited there for the space tunnel to open. 

And time passed faster with work. 

When he saw the first signs of spatial energy, he whistled loudly and the plan 

started. 

He sent the undead he made with the corpse of the previous batch’s leader a 

few meters from the center of the valley where he would be noticed. 

The undead ran there and knelt on the ground. It opened its mouth and some 

blood fell over. 

His body is full of injuries. 

The space tunnel opened and the solar fragments started coming over. The 

Consummate stage cultivators used the transference scrolls just like before 

and disappeared. 

But this time, there are more Astral Plane cultivators. By the end of it Sam 

was surprised to see around sixty Astral Plane Initiation cultivators out of 

which fifty of them are at the Initial stage and nine of them are of the middle 

stage with one being a late-stage cultivator. 

They are going big on this one. 

The spatial tunnel closed in an instant. By now, they saw the undead, but they 

couldn’t recognize him as one and they ran over towards him to see what 

happened. 

They didn’t touch him hurriedly though. They are cautious enough and looked 

around for some sort of trials and when they saw the bloody footsteps of the 

undead and the dripping blood that was already placed Sam, they lost some 

caution and the leader walked to the body. 

He wanted to check on him. But as soon as he turned the body around. The 

undead opened his mouth and bit the leader in the neck. 



The teeth are not normal. They are replaced by some metallic injecting teeth 

Sam created to use in puppets that are based off of animals with biting 

specialties. 

The teeth are filled with blood of golems, vampires and hydra poison all 

combined together. 

The leader used his golden flames to burn the body to ashes. But he could 

feel his vitality seeping low and hydra poison corroding him faster and faster. 

There is an immediate drop in his combat strength. 

*BOOM* 

*BOOM* 

*BOOM* 

As the corpse burned, there are some explosions that threw some needles 

from the body. They are all tainted with poison and they managed to penetrate 

into the skin of the Astral Plane cultivator. They are made of high-grade 

metals. As Sam saw those needles, he is already feeling a pinch from the 

side. 

But this is the only way. At least ten people are shot by those needles and the 

leader was about to give some orders when they heard a loud whistle from 

Sam. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 919: Clash 

Sam’s whistle echoed through the whole area and even the Solar fragments 

heard it. 

At that exact moment, Sam’s beasts came out of their hiding and he also ran 

out towards them, but before they reached, his shadows who are hiding at the 
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outskirts of the valley appeared in different positions at the edge and they 

stabbed a medium sized metallic pole that was hidden between the rubble. 

The Solar fragments are distracted by the undead who looked like one of their 

own, that is the reason they didn’t check the surroundings. Anyway the whole 

plan started with a giant underestimation of Sam from the Solar fragments. 

They are so sure that Sam wouldn’t be able to find the valley and the Space 

tunnel. They thought that he would panic from the start from the sudden 

attacks the news from the major powers, everything else. Even 

underestimation was a major understatement. 

At least for the scout batch, which came before the current batch, they didn’t 

even bother giving the escape means, they are sure that Sam would be 

unaware of their entry point which led to the previous massacre. 

Anyway, these pillars are similar to the ones that he used in destroying the 

city walls of the Kala tribe. As soon as the shadow stabbed them in the 

ground, the spiritual energy in the surroundings started vibrating and after the 

initial vibration, the spatial energy vibrated. 

This is not to injure or attack the Solar fragments. It is to restrict them. They 

wouldn’t work on the transference scroll. 

This is Sam operating on the assumption that at least this batch would have 

some escape means as they might have considered their entry point being 

revealed. 

And his guess is right, one of them used the transference scroll to escape, but 

as soon as he did that, the spatial energy vibrations that are coming from all 

sides collided with the energy emitting from the transference scrolls and he 

suffered the backlash of the collision. 

His body fell on the floor with a lot of muscle tears and wounds as he bled out 

slowly. 



Sam suddenly felt it was a pity that he revealed this function so early, if only 

he waited for them to use them together the impact would have been great. 

But it was only a fleeting thought. 

Sam and the beasts dove into the Central Valley with Raiju elder supervising 

the whole thing. If anything goes wrong, he will take over and sweep through 

the whole thing. 

His first target is the not the leader in his weak moment, rather the Middle 

stage candidates. He took out both reaper and executioner swords as he 

clashed with them with partial light elemental fusion. 

While the beasts took care of the Initial stage Initiation cultivators. They are all 

in middle stage just like him, so this is a bit of overkill. 

The leader saw Sam’s approach and ordered the Middle stage cultivators. 

"Nine of you work as a team. From the looks of it he broke through to the 

middle-stage. If he is done the beasts will automatically back down. Be careful 

and always stay in the formation." 

He spoke in a painful voice and sat down straight before closing his eyes and 

meditating. He started burning his blood. He knew that something entered his 

blood and it is failing his organs, he has his own thoughts on how to cure this 

situation and this is the most dangerous of them all. 

He is burning his blood and for the heat his own blood would react differently 

as his bloodline is of fire. But the foreign blood and poison wouldn’t react the 

same way. He can identify the foreign bodies and get rid of that blood 

forcefully. 

He would be weakened after this, but at least he would stay alive. 

While he is going through that painful procedure. Sam already started 

clashing with the nine Middle stage Initiation cultivators. 



When Sam reached them, they surrounded him from all the sides and no 

matter which direction Sam moved, they made sure that they moved along 

with him to keep him in the center as they attacked with ranged attacks from 

their positions. 

No matter how he moved, they are trying to keep their relative positions same 

and he was being attacked from all nine sides. 

But that didn’t last long, the golden flames are doing little damage to him and 

he is faster than them. He activated partial light element suddenly and 

zoomed towards the person in front of him. 

His target moved backwards and the rest of the maintained their relative 

positions by moving at the same speed, but they are not fast enough. 

Sam’s sword reached the target and left a slash on his chest and when he 

was about to continue with a slash to the throat, he felt a large flaming inferno 

hit him in from all the sides. 

The remaining eight locked on to him as they attacked simultaneously which 

threw him off the track. 

He didn’t receive too much damage but that doesn’t mean he didn’t receive 

any at all. 

The more surprising thing is they managed to catch him even in his partial 

fusion form. 

Before he could come back to himself, the nine opponents are back to their 

original position. 

Sam did a slow rotation on the same spot to take a look at all of them, they 

are all keenly looking at him without batting their eyes and when Sam 

suddenly lunged towards an opponent, the opponent didn’t dodge this time, 



he directly launched a jet of golden flames at Sam which the latter blocked 

with a swing of his sword. 

But before he could land that sword blade on the target, the remaining eight 

managed to lock him down and threw their attacks. 

This is a pretty annoying formation he must say. The nine opponents are good 

at aiming their ranged attacks and have perfect timing. 

Even at his speed they managed to predict and lock his position at a certain 

time and attacked at the same time. If they attacked individually he might even 

be able to take it without so much as flinch, the combined attack is making 

him feel the heat. 

The same thing happened for a few more times and Sam barely managed to 

land some slashes on the torso’s of the opponents. 

But he noticed that he is wasting his energy to defend against the constant 

attacks and knew that speed is not the answer for them, he might be able to 

win the fight eventually, but he would be in no condition to fight against the 

leader. 

So, he changed his strategy. 

When he lunged towards a target this time, he suddenly deactivated the 

partial light elemental fusion in the middle and the speed disappeared, he 

turned back into his normal speed which made the opponents to miss their 

target and before they managed to prepare for the next attack Sam 

disappeared into the shadow and reappeared right before the target in front of 

him. He is just an inch away from him as both of them looked into each other’s 

eyes. 

Sam stabbed the two swords into the opponents bodies from the rear and he 

locked the body in place before turning around along with it. 



The rest of the opponents threw an attack at him, but he stepped back as 

much as he can and let the dead body take the attacks for him. 

When the body started burning he made the undead out of it and let it loose in 

the middle of the formation. 

That is the beauty of the Solar fragment’s body. Even the dead body can 

endure a bit of heat, if it was an ordinary dead body, then it would have 

already been turned to ashes and even the bones would have been gone. 

Once the formation broke, Sam let himself loose. He used partial shadow 

elemental fusion and disappeared in a puff of black smoke before reappearing 

near the one guy who is dealing with the crazy undead that was coming at 

him. 

He slashed his swords. One of them missed and the other slashed the hand 

off of the target. 

He landed and disappeared from the spot once again, before reappearing out 

of the formation. 

The opponents became angry and they also activated their elemental fusions. 

Unlike Sam, they went with full fusion and all of them turned into mass of 

golden flames. 

The eight streaks of golden flames and black shadow clashed repeatedly in 

the spot and Sam was on the back foot once again. 

Even in his shadow form they are catching on to him and the golden flames 

are slowly accumulating damage on his body. 

Before he could decide to change his form and fight in a different way, he was 

caught by one of them with a direct attack and fell on the floor and before he 

could disappear, they surrounded him and used their full strength to incinerate 

him with golden flames. 



Sam bathed in golden flames as they washed him down completely from all 

sides, he couldn’t see anything except for those flames. 

The incineration went on for a few minutes straight and when it was gone, 

they thought they would see a corpse of Sam, but instead they saw a mass of 

golden flames, leisurely laying on the ground. 

"I wanted to save this form for the last. But you guys are good." 

Sam also activated full fire elemental fusion and he also turned into a streak of 

golden flames. Now the eight streaks are clashing with one. 

This became like nasty melee combat and Sam started using void style and 

the first punch landed on the target already confirmed to the opponents that 

they are in trouble. 

RE-BIRTH OF A GENIUS. CREATOR/DESTROYER 

Chapter 920: Grapple 

Sam had a myriad of thoughts going through his mind while he fought with 

them. 

He never had a problem with dealing nine to ten opponents of same level. 

There are times he defeated dozens of people who are powerful than him 

much less people of the same level. Except when he was attacked by the 

players. 

He has a whole new understanding of the Solar fragments, the previous batch 

of soldiers who came are disposable at best when compared to the current 

batch. 

These nine people, could really put on a fight and even when he used the light 

element and shadow element, the fastest right behind the space element 

which he cannot use because of the restrictions he himself put on. 
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They have intense coordination between themselves that was even hard to 

achieve in one of Sam’s own teams and they all attacked simultaneously with 

perfect sync without any communication. It is almost impossible to predict his 

position when he is in light elemental fusion, but they did. 

The only reason he didn’t use the fire element is because they would be 

having certain level of immunity due to their similarities and the fight would be 

decided on who would last longer. 

As for the rest of the elements, if he cannot get near them with the light and 

shadow element, it is almost impossible with rest of them. He would not only 

be slower, he would also be an easier target before he could make an proper 

attack or defensive move. 

This is the first time he was this helpless even with the large number of 

abilities he has. They are a perfect team and now he is thinking of some kind 

of ideas on how to train his own teams with their strategies. 

And all these thoughts while he was kicking their asses with void style and the 

fire elemental fusion. Now that they are all on purely equal terms it is just a 

good old fashioned fist fight, which Sam is winning. 

The opponents couldn’t keep the fire elemental fusion for as long as Sam and 

his use of void style is making them suffer injuries that are otherwise 

impossible in their form and when the first one ran out of energy and his 

fusion turned into partial fusion, Sam’s hand directly went into his heart and 

the void style exploded the heart. 

He moved to the next target instantly and his punch landed in the guts which 

was the last attack that made the fusion disappear. 

And the next punch that landed on the face made him bleed though the 

orifices on his face and faint on the spot leading to a slow death. 



The next target was simpler as it was a jab of his palm to the neck causing his 

throat to break. 

The team is falling off one after another and soon there are only three 

members left. 

They looked around to see if there is another way out. But the beasts are 

almost already done with the rest of the Solar Fragments so they cannot 

escape easily. 

When Sam is about to proceed to kill the next one, they accepted their fate, 

but at this exact moment, a palm came out of nowhere and stopped Sam’s 

fist. 

Sam pulled his hand back and looked at the leader who just blocked the 

punch. 

"Not bad you recovered faster than I thought." 

Sam said and he looked at the guy carefully. He is examining his physical 

aspects to see if he can find anything wrong with him. Any sign of weakness 

would be helpful. 

The leader didn’t speak though, he activated fire elemental fusion and started 

attacking Sam. 

Sam who is also in his fusion form is attacking him in the same way. 

The fight is becoming intense and soon Sam suddenly stopped in his tracks 

and changed his fusion form. He deactivated his fire elemental fusion and 

changed it to the light elemental fusion. 

His speed increased and he took out the reaper sword once again, he started 

slicing the leader who is stronger than Sam. 



The main reason he changed out of the fire elemental fusion, that guy has a 

slight advantage over him. Extremely slight and Sam doesn’t want any 

advantage to that guy. 

And this time it worked since no other Solar fragments are there to cover his 

back. 

He stabbed the guy in the back, but he didn’t go deep enough to kill him or do 

some critical damage, because he almost caught Sam’s hands. 

Sam moved away from that spot and came from another side, he left a slash 

on the left hand, but had to dodge a punch on hair’s breadth. 

The next slash was made at his thigh and a kick was missed by another hair’s 

breadth. 

The next slash was made to block a kick that almost hit him. Sam knew he 

should finish it off faster to get out of the situation. The opponent is getting 

used to his speed. 

So, he took out the second sword and started using void style and he 

managed to create more damage, but when Sam was about to make a 

finishing blow on the heart of the opponent with the executioner while the 

reaper is used to cover his dodging side, the opponent suddenly let the reaper 

stab into him, dodging the executioner sword a bit which made it enter his 

chest missing the heart by a small distance. 

But in exchange, he got hold of Sam’s arms and he rolled over as he put Sam 

in a full body lock. 

Sam and him started grappling and in process he managed to take out the 

swords off of his body and middle of it, the fire elemental fusion was gone and 

his next move made Sam feel extremely shocked. 



His fire elemental fusion was gone, but the golden glow did not. Because he 

activated the light elemental fusion. 

The light elemental fusion which Sam hasn’t seen in any other person. The 

element which he never saw anyone use to attack. 

He was shocked to the point he forgot to struggle to get out of the grappling 

lock, which made him more vulnerable and the lock tightened. 

Sam’s whole body is currently under the other person’s suppression. 

While he was struggling unknown foreign energy started entering his body. He 

closed his eyes trying to confirm what kind of energy that is, but the leader 

spoke. 

"Don’t worry, you will not find what energy it is, because it would be similar to 

your light elemental energy. I am surprised you could the light element for 

physical attacks, there is only one person I knew who can do that. 

You also share a bloodline with a golden sun crow who is feasting on the 

corpses my subordinates. You are full of surprises." 

Sam didn’t bother to pay attention to his words and tried to get out, but he 

couldn’t. The lock is too tricky to escape. Just when he was about to change 

the elemental fusion into shadow elemental fusion, he felt the energy entering 

his body attack him. 

In fact it is more like the body is trying to reject the light elemental energy out 

of it, but it is being forcefully injected which would cause extreme resistance 

that could damage him. 

"You should listen to while I am being good. If you change your elemental 

fusion, your body will instinctively fight the injecting energy which would cause 

you some serious damage. So, you better stay in this light elemental fusion 

and answer my questions. 



Where did you get a Golden Sun crow. What realm are they on? How did you 

meet one?" 

Sam was surprised for a second and said. 

"You do know that Golden Sun crow is a high-level tribe right? You wouldn’t 

be able to do anything even if you knew their position. A guard from that tribe 

would kill your tribe." 

"Yeah, that is what I know. But since you managed to get one, there is a way. 

I want to know how." 

"I don’t know any other way and my way wouldn’t work for you. But I can tell 

you something else. Which you might not want to hear." 

"You will die in a few minutes if you don’t talk what I want you to talk. If you 

talk about what I don’t want to listen to, your time would only reduce. So, do 

make sure that you use your words wisely." 

"Well, it is something related to my death actually. Do you see why my beasts 

are not moving even though I appear to be in a deadly situation?" 

Sam paused and the opponent looked at the beasts, they are all looking at 

him casually, they looked relaxed which puzzled him. 

"Because they know that I am still okay and I don’t need any of their help. And 

do you know why they know that?" 

The opponent is still feeling a bit complicated and had a bad feeling about 

this. 

He tried to let Sam go, but it was already late. 

"They know that because I talk to them and they also know that I can do this." 

With that Sam’s body started glowing with a golden color and it is as bright as 

a star and an explosion occurred on top of his body and when it was back to 



normal. All they saw is Sam laying down in a large pit and a bunch of half 

molten bones beside him. 

This is the effect of one of the bloodline arts of Yanwu, one that uses light 

elements. He wanted to try that after he got the change in his lungs to see 

what changes it brought and he had some results because of this fight. 

 


